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guiding heuristics
Guiding heuristics establish a common approach to decision making that creates aligned decisions. the heuristics should give clear, concise, high-level guidance about what to do and what not to do. Think
of these as long standing mantras that will guide the decisions you make. The heuristics should be coherent with each other, the power is in the whole, not the parts.
Are these heuristics specific enough to guide your thinking and general enough to stand the test of time? Do these heuristics help you turn strategy into action? Do these heuristics provide decision
making clarity independent of the situation surrounding the decision? Do you believe in the heuristics to the point where you will let them guide you in good times and in bad times?

Audacious Goal

aspirational destination

An Audacious goal is a huge and daunting challenge expressed as a
clear and compelling goal.

A vision clearly describes what it will be like to achieve your Audacious Goal.

Is the goal SMART (specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and
time-bound)? Is the goal easy to understand and remember? Will it
be a stretch to achieve this goal? Does the goal inspire you and
others? will achieving the goal require improvement and growth?

Is the vision engaging enough to create strong emotions for those involved? Is the vision articulated in a way that you can vividly
picture this destination? Does the vision inspire you by painting the destination of a grand adventure?

Based on work done by: Rally Software, Jim Collins, simon sinek, and David Snowden

What: Our aspirational destination

Would these values make sense outside your current context? Would you want future generations to live by these core values?
Would you honor these values even if they became a competitive disadvantage? Will you hire and fire based on these values? Would
you quit before compromising any of these values? If you created a new context, would it have these values?

How: Our guiding heuristics

Does this purpose inspire you? Are you proud to be part of this
purpose? 100 years from now, will it still inspire? does this
purpose help you imagine possible opportunities outside of your
current situation? Does this purpose help you understand what
opportunities you won’t pursue in the future? How will a cynic
respond to this purpose?

Why: Our core beliefs

Your core values are the essential and enduring shared beliefs. These beliefs are so fundamental and strongly held that they will
often go unchanged for many decades.

Create energy and alignment through a shared goal

Your core purpose is the reason your company exists. It should
capture the motivation behind the work you do. It should inspire
your work while being beyond achievement.

Create coherent decisions through shared heuristics

Core values

Create coherent behaviors through shared beliefs

Core purpose

